Decree
Thou shalt also decree a thing, and it shall be established unto thee: and the light shall shine upon
thy ways. (Job 22:28)
Often people begin their prayers by saying, “I decree…” Understanding what decree means,
allows us to harness the power of what it does.
Decrees are a tool by which we cause the truths of the heavenly realm to be manifest into the
natural realm, so they become our daily reality. We decree healing when we are sick. We decree
provision and abundance when we are lacking. We decree peace when there is turmoil. Decrees
are a tool to fulfill Matthew 6:10: “Thy Kingdom come, Thy Will be done on earth, as it is in
heaven” (KJV). Decrees manifest heaven on earth.
In Hebrew, decree means "to divide, separate and destroy." This definition reveals more of what
happens in the spiritual realm. When we decree, “I am blessed” (Psalm 112:1), we establish the
blessing while separating ourselves from anything purposed against it and destroying the plans of
the enemy. When we decree, “My children are strong and full of integrity” (Psalm 112:2), we
divide our children’s strength from their weakness and separate dishonesty and unrighteousness
from within their midst and in their hearts. When we decree, “My home will be wealthy” (Psalm
112:3); we establish our wealth and destroy the spirits of lack and poverty.
Due to the seriousness of decrees, I use only Scriptures as my basis for decrees. (Deuteronomy
28:1-14)
I am blessed in the city, I am blessed in the field, I am blessed in my down setting, I am
blessed in my uprising, I am blessed socially, physically, mentally, psychologically, and I am
blessed relationally, interpersonally. Every part of my life is blessed.
I speak into my day, and I proclaim prosperity, success into my day, I speak prosperity and
success over those whom I love. I speak over my government, that they will come into divine
alignment, and that they will lead morally and ethically.
I speak into businesses, that they are successful, increasing and that there is no lack. I speak
into my home, that my home is a haven of peace; I speak into my loved ones that their lives
are coming back into alignment with you Lord. I want to always make you look good!
I decree and declare that wealth, health and riches are in mine, my family, and my friends’
houses. I speak to my mind peace, I speak to my heart courage, I speak to my feet will
overcome every obstacle, and every crooked paths straight.
I am the head and not the tail, I am first and not last, I am above and not beneath. I am loved
by God, I am chosen by God, and I am protected by God. Today shall come into direct
alignment with the plans and purposes of God, because every good and perfect gift comes
from God. Today is my gift, therefore, it will end perfect and good, in Jesus Name!
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